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ABSTRACT: Implementing Public Law 94-142: A Case For Organizational

Readiness

4

The purpose of this investigation was to detrmine the relationship.

. .

of organizational characteristics to the.effective implemL.ntation of main-

streaming. The onceptual framework emanated from research on change and

innovations in public schools.
...

Questionnaires cperre sent to a random semple of Oregon schools (response

..'' .

rate 66%). Mu fple regression and correlational techniques were useei for

----:- t

\..

Data AnO4Sis.

, The regression equation formed of the 9 most significant var iables..-

accounted for 64% (pc.001) of the total variance in effective mainstream-
...

ing.
i

, 4 .

4

Significant _variables included: Clarity of school mainstieaming goals;

4
Staff knowledge; 4iCommunication between principal and special educator;

Principals' advOcacy; Principali' leadership Style; and School size. The

investigatiod.concludes that cbaracteristics of effective.mainstreaming

programt are the same ones that are important,irt other studies of implemen-
.

tation. Thq point is made tl.lat effective mainstreaming programs are bbilt. .
with clear goals,.well defined roles, ahd knowledgeable personnel.

alit
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IMPLEMENTING PUBLIC LAW 94-142: A CASE FOR ORGANIZATIONAL

READINiESS
%

In 1975, a landmark piece of legislation passed the 94th ress.

Public Law 94-142, the Eductrtion for All Handicapped*Children 11cr equires

that all handicapped child,sen be provided'a free appropriate publ duca-

t tion in the least restrictive environment. The law mandates mainstieaming,

which is "'commonly inipreted to mein the placement of handicappd children

in regular classroomstto the maximum extent possible.
.P "'

The requirements of this law,propose major and far reaching changes

in the way that public school personnel work with childrA. The nature of

special education is changing and the restructuring that must occur-to fit

the Individual Educational Planning team concept and the resource toom/con-

sultant moael of service delivery make demands that many school organizations

are not prepared to handle. 1-langes,in materials, methods, structure, atti-

tudes,.and knowledge are necessary' in order to fully implement Vle mandl
,

\
of the law. (Fullan ind Pomfret, 1977)4 Seymour Sarason, 097#), the noted

. . t.
, .

Yale psychologist, has said:
t *

We cannot assume that institutions will acdommodate
. ,

appropriately to mainstreaming because we think I* is
deyable. Deeply rooted attitudes, reinforpea by
tr-ci-aitions, institutions and practices a3-,e not changed

Aiexcept.over long periods of time, andamainstreaming
is no exception. (p.

Few re;searchers in special educatiori-have studied the impar of main-
,

streaming on the total school orpeization. Little emphasis has been placed

on organizational factors, sucias Staff motivation, support from the admin-
,/

resources; teachers' feelings of competence to work with handi-

1 `
capped children,1 and rewards for participation.

.

ak.
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Tet Ea body of research evidence has accumulated (Sarason, 1971, Fullan

iab

and Pomfre,t, 1976; Smith lnd Keith, 1971; Berman nd McLaughlin, 1975;

Emrick ahd Peterson, 1978) which proposes that it is these organizational

factors that are crucial to successful change. The findings of this research 1

-

Vress four major areas that have far reaching implications for mainstream-
.

ing.

1. Group interdependence is essential, in other words, teachers can-.

gibt behave in disconnected and independently determined ways in schools that

offer the least restrictive environment to handicapped children. In these

schools, no4'single person or group functions withQut reciprocal actions on
J

the part of others (ArendsCid ATnds,.1978; B&Grian, et al, 1975; Sarason,

1971).

2. Grtup cooperation is necesSary to succeSsfully implement an inno-

vation. The research on innovation and change demonstrates that lasting

school change occurs most Teadily in scwhools with cooperating work groups

(Berman, et al, 1975; Gross, Giaquinita and Bernstein, 1971; Smith and

Keith, 1971). These authors suggest'O-iat just as baseball teams aAd sym-

phony orchestras must practice to combine their skills into a team dffort,

so must a school staff practi&e workinq together in order to effectively

mainstream hanlicapved children.

3. Good communication systems are essential for lasting change.

.Teachers gt clearly know their role, and how it fits into the larger
AP.

pictureigf school-wide change (Roger, 1971). Goals cif the mainstreaming

program.must be effectively communicated to all levels of the school organ-

ization, from administration to teachers to students.

- .

4. The principal prays an important role in t_mi. successful implemen-
--

tation of innovations. Principals can act as "gatekeepers of change"

C .- a Are.ea

r-
t.)
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4(Berman, et al, 1975), facilitating or inhibiting the success of mainstrea:n-

4

ing. Through resource allocation, interest and advocacy of mainstreaming,
0

the principal is a vital link o successful change.'

The research on innovation and.Fhange clearly s tresses the .linportance
-row

of a broaier organizational perspective when attempting to make change.
a

, .

In this context, current training programs in mainstreaming which stress

only specific skill inst uction foroindiviclual teachers (i.e., behavior
..

modification, diagnosis prescription, and individualizing instruction) if

4*

attack only part of the problem, and fail to attend to the organizational

variables that are seen altssgntial by researchers on innovation and c.'2an7e,

factors such as group interdependence, cdtperation and co OnicationApend

administrative advocacy.

In an attempt.to examine the discrepancyt between the previously men-

tioned research, and the focus of most current.mainstreaming training methods,
"%

the following research study was plqnned. The conceptual framework quid-

ing this study emanated froth research on innovation and chanye, propoging

Ise

\that it is organizational characteristics, not the characteristics of indiv-

idual teachers, that'facilitate or impede change.

The purpose of this study was to isolate selected organizational var-
./

iables thattprevious studies of innovation in schools had found to be impor-
4

tant, and then determine the relationship of these organizatinnal variables

to the imPl.ementation of mbinstreaming.

4

: arr.. v..- ,
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Independent Variat1es

METHOD
46"

Independent variables were selected as a result of revieing.the lit-

erature on innovation and change, particularly the research of.Gross, et al,

(1970); Katz and Kahn, (1966); Berman and McLaughlin, (1977); Kritek, (1976);

and Carlsoil°, (1y66). Several variables were meesured with.fill in the blank

responses, i.e., "size of school," "size of ditrict," "number of handi-

,

capped child ." Other variables were measured by summing the rekonses

of principal and special educator to items using a five point Likert Scale.

For instance; Principal's advocacy of mainstreaming wap meagured by summing

the principal's self repoft and the special educator's rating,of the prin-

cipal on knowledge, participation in IEP meetings, and attitudes tdward the

handicapped. Clarity of school mainstreaming goals, and staff knowledceoel

of mainstreaming procedures were measured by asking principals and special

'educators to'respond to feveral items on a Likert Scale. Principal's opin-
.

ion leadership was measured by a 7 item scale developed by Gross (1971),

and Leadership style was measured leth a scale developed by Schmuck and

Runkel (1977,1. Table 1 presents the list of independent variables with

measurement procedures.

el

(-

Table 1 inserted about here

Dependent Variable

The depenlpnt variable was defIned as effectiveness of the school

mainstreaming program. It was measured by toNbiAing responses of.principal

and special educator to several items which rated'hok\rffective and smooth

- el . .
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TABiE 1

Independent Variable Measurement Prcicedures

Response TAgioe Tetpondent

r
,

e1. Size
'.7.

f.School Fill in blank P
.,

2. Size of District Filkl in blank P

)
3. Number Handicapped Children Fill in blank R

r )

4. Numbicr of Special Ed Resource Personnel Fill in blank P

5. Staff Knowledge of Mainstreaming ProCedures Likerto P .4- S

N\

4 6
-

Clarity of School Ma1nstreaming Goals Likert P S

7. 4 Agieement of Principal and Special Educa- Score .

. tor repores Difference
,

Pt+ S
,

8. Principal's Age -
IN, Fill in blank P

9. Principal's Sex Fill in blank P
c-

N I

. 16. Principal's Length of Time at School FilZ in blank P .

MP
il. pincipal's Career'sAspiration Level Likert a

12. Principal's General Training Fill in blank

13. Principal's Sp. Ed. Training . Fill in blank
.

--
v.

14. Principal's Opinion LeadersMip Likert P .4- S.

15e. Principal's Advocacy of Mainstreaming Likert P S

-16. Principal's Leadership Style Likert P 4

P = Principal

S = Special Edpcaor

I.

412)

.4 ...CA, URA



running their school's mainstreaming p ogram was, using a.5 point Likeft

Scale. The ratings were summed.to obt ih a total effectiveness rating

fqr the school.

Subject

Questionnaires were'sent to 150 randomly s.lected elementary schools

in Oregon. In order to more adequately assess the administrators' impact,

schools were selIcted only if the principal had been there for at least

year: Because of the disproportionately large numbers of small rural

schools in Oregop, the sample was s_tsratified accordipg to site to insure

equal representation.

Ih each school the ,principal and the special educator who had major

responsibility for the mainstreaming prqqram were asked to respond. If

there was ho full time special educator, then the county or school dist ict

)
special educator who served the school was given thP questi2nnaire. Total

response rate, after folloW-up procedures, was 99 schools (66%) in which
A

both-principal and.special educator returned the questionnaire.

1116

Data Analysis

The goal of this seudy was to identify organiiational variables that

correlate with effectiVe mainstreaming implementation. 'In order to analyze
1

the variance ih these variables, multiple regression techniques were used

for data analysis with stepwise procedures acording to the Statistical

Package for the Sociai Sciences (SPSS) by Nie, Hu12, Jenkins, Steinbrunner

and Bent (1975). Subprograms CORRELATION, FREQUENCIES AND REGRESSION were

used for analysis.

A

5
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TABLE 2

Selected Summary Statistics

Variance Name

Simple r
with
Dependen't

Corrected
R2'

(see note)

Corrected
-R2 Chan9re

% Variance
Explained-

Total .,._

Variance

Explained
This Step

**
t

1.
.
c

Clarity of School Mainstreaming Goals
.

.

.62 t380

.

38%
.

38%

2. School Size Or ...1 .13 .458
007Wg%

45.8%

A
3. Agreement of Report (Prin. & Sp. Ed.) .24 .522 6.5% 52.2%

/
4. Sp. Ed. Resource Personnel -.22 .549 -2.79 54.9%

**
5. Prinipal's Advocacy of Mairistreaming .37 .569 2.0% 56.9%

'6. Leadership Style of Pfincipal .32 .584 1.5% 58.4%

7. -Number of Handicapped Children .05 .611 2.6%

*
8. Principal's Age .32 .633 2.2% 63.3%

9. District Size .07 .639 .6% 63.9%

10. Principal's Sp. Ed. Training

11... Principla's4.96x .22

12. Principal's General Training. -.19 **
= (1) 4;00/)

13. Principal's Opinion Leadership .27 = (pc.05),

14. Principal'sCareer Aspirations -.06

15. Principal's Years at School
_ 1\

.09

16. Staff KdOwledge of Mainstreaming .51
**

NOTE: This meas6re provides a more conserisative estimate of explained variance than

R
2

. It is appropriate where there is a relatively licrge niMber of independent var-

'ables and a relatively*small numbei'of cases. The formula is:

-4451- k
Corrected R2 R2 N - k (1

10

41

.r
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RESULTS.

The total variance explained bY the regression equation is an import-

ant focus of analysis. It indicates the power of the relationship of the

organizational variables to effective mainstreaming implementation. Table 2

2
shows selected summary statistics. The focus of interest is the Corrected R-

..

change statistic, an estimate of the total percent of variance,explained by

this specific combination of variables.

able 2 inserted about here

ilPnly the first nine varYables were used in the regression equation analy-

sis. An examination of the Corrected R
2
change &olumn shows that variables

10 through 14 make such small increases in the power of prediction that

Ilirhtir inclusion is not justified in the equation when a criteria of at least

.5% (.005) increase in the power of prediction is used. Table 2 shows-that

.a combination of 9 of the original 16 independent variables can explain

nearly 64% of the tota/ variance in mainstreaming effectiveness. The nine

variables, in the most efficient combination, are: Goal Clarity, School-

Size, Agreement of Report of Principal and Special Educator, Full Time

Resource People, Principal's Advocacy, Principal's Leadership Style, Number

of Handicapped Children, Principal's Age, and District Size.

The staiistical significance of the amOunt of variance explained by \-

these nine independent variables was tested. With an F ratio of 10.08

(df 9,42), the significance ler.fel exceeds .001.

.The individual variables which make signifidant contributions to

exp7anat& may be grouped for purposes of clarity illtc three categories:

0
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#.

comnbnicationInformatio4 val-iab1es4 administrator variables; and demo-
.,

.
4

d.

- - 7 -,

graphic variables.f EAh,of these roups make a significant addition to

'Lc I -

the description210 ichoo s that are able to successfully implement the
j:.

innovat.bon-of m4pstieining. Tbe following discussion focuses primarily

on the s4griificAce atrid interpretati6 of two statistics used to assess.

,r
unique CoOltributions of individual variales, R2 Change (the square seM1-

* \
partpal cOrrelatlon), and beta weights (partiar correlatin Coefficients).

Variable,hpt entered in the r4gression equatio4 are

simple corile;ations..

If

1

44,

KNOWING, DOING,..AND COMMUNICATING:

A cASE FOR CLARITY

analyzed .with

The 'first group of variables consists of Goal Clarity, Staff Knowledge,

and Agreement of Reports of principal and special educator. Thes'e communi-

-
caticin/information variables can be seen to be related to thn way that

schools cranunioate and impart knowj,edge of ongoing events in the school:

5

THeyl'i-eflect thAliformal organization of -the school, and the ability of
_

the staff to keep informed and share inwortant information.

k 1

411,
1

n

Table 3 inserted.about here

\
MPThe variabla with the highest correlation to effective mainstreamin.7

_
. .

..-

,

impleAentation is Goal Clarrty. This variable assessed how clearly the'
?

school-mainstreaming goals ar4 stated, and how well tebchers understand

howliheir jobs and work groups will change becauSe of mainstreamting.

-
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Tab.1 3,

.ft

Statistics for ComMunication/Information Variables

A:

a

4

e,

E*try. 12
2
Change> .

Na. in Simple. i Percent of
Variable Equa- Correlation Variance Beta - F

Name tion with'Dependef,lt Explained Weight , *Ratio
-se , . .. Ii

11.30 . *0
Goal Clarity. 1 .62 y . 3'8% .583 27.98

Agreement of
Reports 24 6. 5% .197 2.98

**
Staff Knowledge Not In .51

**
(p<01)

c.

4- 4/4. 414411- 4

,

.44.. s. 4411441. -

"..

4441, 4-44- *4 4,44 .4444 4,4.44444444444414114.4 %Ms 4.4-ss 44.4.(4S 4444
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When Goal Clarity is grouped 'with other independent variables., it maices

JP the largesC contribution'to the regression equation, acCounting for 38% of
. ,

ttle total T.Iriance in the dependent variable. The significarice of the

unique coAribution.of Goal Clarity is expressed by.a beta weight.of .583..

The F ratio alSociated with this beta is.27.98 (p.01) making Goal Clarity
. la

a highly significant factor in explaining mg4;streaming effectiveness.

A factor closely relagd to Clarity of Goals is Staff Knowledge,

defined as a good general knowledge of.mainst-reaming procedures on the part

%of classroom teachers. While not a significant variable in the regression

equation, the knowledge teachers'have about how to teach handicapped.chil-

dren has a significant'simple,correlation of r. = .51 (p.01) with the

dependent variable, the effective imfplementation of mainstreaming.

The lack of inclusion of Staff Knowledge in the regression equation

is due to the fact that Staff Knowledge shared much of its explanatory

power with Goal Clarity, the most important variable in the equation. The

significant contribution to the equation that Staff Knowledge might have

made was diffused by its intercorrelation with Goal Clarity (r = .69).

Nevertheless, Staff Knowledge makes an important contribution to the explan-

ation of erective mainstreaming implementation. This finding accentuates

the importance of skill training for teachers. Programs like Learning

Opportunities for Teachers (L.O.F.T.) and courses in behavior modification

and diagnosis and prescription have an important place in designing effec-

tiire school mainstreaming programs. Teachers must know how to work with

handicapped children, but as the high correlation between Goal Clarity and

Staff Knowledge suggests in this study, they must also have the overall

view, the "gesta2t" of mainstreaming in their schol Teachers profit

1 4

4

...Am... I . 140. 411m. .1-- 4.1.
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from knowing how their skills and roles fit into the total mainstreaming

program. The significance of these two variables supports the notion that

effective programs are built with.clear goals, well defined roles, and

knowledgeable, well-trained personneyl.

The issue of decision making and communication is an important one in

ainstreaming. .IEP teams, whiqh coordinate planning and'placement decisions
3

or handicapped children, could become a battlefield if rols are not clearly

defined and if communication is poor.

411

The Agreement of Reports of principal and special educator'is an impor-

tant addition to the prediction of effective gainstreaming programs. Agree-

ment of Reports makes a significant addition to the regression equation,

adding 6.5% to the total explained variance of mainstreaming. 'Agreement of

Reports represents a measure of communication effectiveness between prin-'

cipal and special educator.

An analysis of. the beta weight associated with Agreement of Reports

finds an F ratio of 2.98, (p(r.10),,suggesting that'in gchools where prin-

cipals and special educators agree in their reports, the mainstreaming

program tends to be smooth running and effective.

Goal Clarity, Staff Knowledge, and Agreement of Reports together

account for 46% (p4;.0l) of the total variance in the dependent variable,

making the communication/information variables group the most important

contributor to the success of implementation of mainstreaming.

DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTISTICS

The kinds bf schools that have effective, smooth running mainstreaming

programs can be described with some significant demoaraphic descriptions,



as Table 4.illustrates.

-10-

Ire

Table 4 inserted about here
f

.Schools with effective,programs tend to be large (p.4C.0/). Appuently

small schools have ifficulty mustering the needed devels of resource sup
I

port to serve their handicapped populations. In Oregon, with a large pro-
.

portion of small rural schools, this problem.is accentuated.by the long
,

distances that itinerant Aecialists mus't trave.1, reducing their actual
,

teaching time with rural handicapped children.

As schools becomeilarger and more complex, they can provide more ser-
.

vi6es to handicapped students, both by providing specially trained resource

teachers and by _expanding the plficement options wi4h empathic classroom
#4#

teachers. 1

The resultt of.this study indicate that excess numbers Of handicapped

students and too many resources may not be effective in te implementation

of mainstreaming. Both the Number of Handicapped Children (p4C.05) and

the Number of Specially Trained Resource Personnel (p = n.s.) are neyative2y

correlated with success of implementation. This suggests that there may be

an optimum number of Ilandicapped children, with accompanying support ser-

vIce personnel, blat is related to size of the school. This area deserves

further study in order to explore the most efficient and productive use of

resources and placement options for handicapped students.

As a group, these dempgraphic variables account for 13.7% of the total
9.

variance in the dependent variable, which leads o the conclusion OtA know7

ledge of organizational demographics is an importqnt_actor in predicting

Amor Aro

16
*or 40..) .. 711
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Table 4
a V

(17
Statistics for Demographic Variables

I
Entrg

4 No. In
a Variable Equa-'

Name

R
2

Changke

Simple Percent of
%correlation Variance.
'With De enden't Ex'lainedi

Beta
Weight

T
RaXio

**
Sch6ol Size. 2 .13 . 7.8% .490 15.93

Full Time Resources 4 -.22 2. 7%- -.077

4
NUmber bf

Nandi6apped 7 .05. 2.6% -.30 6.06
11

District Size 9 407 .6% -.13 1.64

Ia

(p< .01)

(p<.05)

r . &WIWI& 40, 464 . i, SA ' OW,/ 'Oa 4 d.110.11r

1 7

(

V.

APO.. AO S.- _ ; . A' S ..*
- 7,1
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and describing those. schools wh

lemented.

_

mainstreaming has been successfully

ADMINISTRATORS: ADVOCATES Als:TD LEADERS

+b.

Effective mains4eaming prograth occur in schools where principals

:,-

4ity

are seen as advodates of the.snagram. Advocates are thought to defend the .

integrity ot the innovation, recruit supportive members, and secure re-

sources. fihe'advocacy measure in this studT'was a cOmposite of'principal's

self-ratings and sptcial educator's ratings of tbe principal on knowledge

and attitudes regarding the handicapped', participation in IEP medtings and

special education programs, and general advocacy or support of mainstream-

ing.

Table 9 inserted abopt) here s.

A

As Table S'indicates, principals who are advocates of mainstreaming .

are significantly related to effective implementation (04(.05). A.Leader-

ship( Style that is democratiC and stresses team plannin(4'is also'signifi7

cantly correlated witsh successful impThmentation (p.C.05). Apparentb it

is important to have principals who are advocates and'see.tPie iTncrtonce

of interdependence and team planning to successfully implement mainstréaming.

The results of thiq study indicate that while advocacy and support'on

the part of. the administrator is a significant factor, it is ,less than crit-
.

ical to success. The total explanatory power oftered by the group of

,Administrator variables is only 5.7%, whlle. the group of Organizational

and Demographievariables increases the powet of predietion by 58.5%.
1

In the case of implementation of mainsLeaming, where major changes

41: war

.

18
1. 4 01 . 1, , . .1 414:_.
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Table 5

.od

Statistics for AdmVistrator Vaciables 1

. k

#
.

Entry 4 .R
2
ChAge 4

No'. in. Simple Pefpent of.
,

Variable Equa- Correlation .v4rlanc Beta ,...
'F

Nathe tion'' With Dependent.Explalinea Weight Ratio

Principal's .

**
4

*

Advocacy 5 -.37 2.0% .77 6.36

* *

Leadership Style 6 .32 1.5% .252 5.98

*

Principal's Age 8 -.32 2.2% .16 2.62

NOT TN EQUATION

Simple
AllVariable Correlation

Name With Dependent

Special Education
Training .11

Principal's Sex .22

General Training -.19'

Opinion Leadership'

Career Aspirations -.06

Years at §chool ..09

Tolerance (Variance
Unexplained by
Other Variables)

.66'8

.803

.540

.773

.777

* *

fter

(p:<. 91 )

p <.05)

*4604101is
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that affect the total organization occur, it appears.more useful to.gtvdy

characilbristics of40.the total organization rather "than characteristics of

individual members of the organization.

The principal's Special Education Training has almost no correlation

to effective mainstreaming,implementation. Special Education Training was
Nor

defined as the number of. courses or work.thops related to ele handicapped

that the principal has had.' Perhaps this indicates that pe,rceived know-

ledge is mpkre important than formal. training. Possibly the more princ4pals

learn about mainstreaming, the more problems they see with implementation.

This lack of relationship between formal training level and perceived know-

ledge and advocacy is an interesting one, and should have implicatipns for

further study for personnel trainers and special educators alike.

Poss)bly an innovation like mainstreaming is best learned in an informal

manner. Individualized,. building-wide in-service training, may be more
N7,

effective than formal university course work, wilich tends to downplay the

unique situational factors of school organizations.

This study suggests that current training programs that focus only.on

building teaching skills in individual teachers are insufflcient to deal

with the !major organizational changes paused by mainstreaming. The resis-

tance to change that may develop as a result of these nrogipms is natural and
4

normal. Mainstreaming requires changes in long-standing attitudes, beljefs,

and practices regarding.handicapped Moildren. Full implementation of main-

streaming necessitates changes in materials, structure, attitudes, and

knowledge on the part of every member of an organizatiolA

2 0

e
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- Literature from the 'field of organizAional innovation and change add

A 1%
significant insights into problems with the implementation of a least

restrictive environment to handicapped children. Attention to oraaniza-
.,

tional variables has been crucial to other chnge efforts, and fhis study

demonstrates that these same organizational variables are.significantly

related to the effective implementation of mainstreaming.

Good communication networks, Clearly stated and undZrstood goals and

a well t9ained staff are essential to 'build that "qestalt"--the totaZ,

A overall view of mainstreaming. Also important to successful programs are

supportive principals wbo are active advooates of mainstreaming.

The,study concludes that while mainstreaming training aimed at build-

ing teaching skills in individual teachers is important, successful imple-

mentation of mainstreaming depends on a'more systpm-wide approach that

0
involves the- whole school, from admini,strators td teachers. This training

should focus ilk 15VIlding strong communication 4ystems and facilitating the

-development of clear and well understood school mainstreaming goals. pis
.t

sort of organizationaladevelopment training, ?Gmbined with specific teach-
',

.

ing skill t5aining, Kould go a long way to overcome. resistance to chan4e

and would facilltate the development of a mainstreaming program that truly'

offers the least restrictive environment to handicapped children.

'WS

1`
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